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Student Led
Goal Setting Conference

Thank you so much for coming to the Goal Setting
Conference. It is so important that the kids set goals and
that we all work together to help them meet them. Reading
the comments the children were very happy to show their
progress and I know that in December they will be even
more proud to show their progress on their goals.

Job Fair

Due to Hurricane Florence our Job Fair was postponed The
Job Fair is now Friday, October 26th . I would really like all
resumes competed and printed and turned in by this Friday
so that everything is ready to go when we track back in.
Remember they need at least 5 resumes, but can have as
many as 8. Every child will receive a job from the Job Fair.
These positions will be filled by the interviewers based on
interviews and resumes. All children will receive a job, but it
may not be their first choice. The more they interview the
more opportunities they will have at positions they are
interested in obtaining. Please assist them in their
clothing choices for the interview. We will be discussing
handshakes and eye contact as well in preparation for the
Job Fair.

Math

On Thursday we will be taking a test over the
entire quarter. Students should be able to create
expressions using a statement that they create the
expression from. Example: add the product of 3 and
5 to 4 and then
subtract by 2
4 + (3x5) – 2
They should also be able to solve 2 digit by 2 digit
multiplication. They will also be looking for errors in
multiplication using the box method.
Example:

This one is correct, but say they put 120 in the 1st box
rather than 1200, the children would need to realize
what was wrong and explain it.
They should also be able to do division with a 2 digit
divisor. 5793 ÷ 25.

Science

The Hershey’s Club currently has 3 members and
several more are hovering around entry. Students
can study during track out to catch up on the words
they still need to work on.
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This past week we studied the Digestive System. The
children took a trip through the digestive system
writing post cards from the various locations from the
perspective of a piece of food. Many of these post
cards were exceedingly clever!
At Saturday school the students did a digestive
System Relay. It was great fun! I know that they will
remember the experience.

Digested food after leaving rectum!
We will be taking our End of Unit science test on
Tuesday.

1.01Describe and compare several common ecosystems (communities of organisms and their interaction with the
environment).

.

Washington DC

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15URZKjjL3U
_xI3sBql2YPucIuI_w_QmfwvzNasr7Jq0/edit#slide=id.
p3 The link is the presentation from last week’s DC
Meeting. Permission slips will be coming home on
Monday. I would appreciate the slips coming back
immediately. The payments you can do by your
schedule- now, or down payment of $100 due by
October 31st. On line payment is now available, but
there is a fee. If you want to avoid the fee send a
check, money order of cash. We are now ready to
handle payments. $220 per person- adult or child.
Our trip is March 28th – 29th. We then track out. We
want all children to attend. This is a trip of a lifetime
for the children.

Up Coming Events
•
•
•
•

September
September
September
September
Day

24th
25th
27th
28th

– Human Body Project Due
– Science Test
– Unit Math Test
- Early Release - Track Out

*Please note that I update this list weekly. There are many tests
not listed yet, because I am not exactly sure where they will fall
until we get closer to the date. * Every Friday we have a math 4Today Test & a Science vocabulary test. Every Thursday we have a
Greek & Latin test. I do not list this routine type of testing in the
upcoming events.
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/registry/wishlist/VYRM3HT
B6IGY/ref=nav_wishlist_lists_2 Please note that the
books on this wish list are books that we would really
love for 1st quarter. The new curriculum suggests these
titles and they would be awesome, just no money in
budget to get them. I or 2 copies of each title is what I
aiming for to share with the children. This quarter all
books deal with human rights in a variety of settings.
•
•
•

Soda for Math Tests
Crickets for reptiles
Full Sized Hershey’s Chocolate Bars

